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PSYCHOTHERAPY IN GENER.AL PRACTICE

Cly4e I. Stanfield

••

Senior thesis presented to the
College of Medicine,UniYereity of Nebraska
Omaha

1942

Just aa you ought not to attempt to cure
ithout head or head without body, 80 you
ehoul ~ not treat body without soul. 1
--Socrates

eyes

481337
ii

PREF.AO&

It i• fashionable tor members ot special ties to urge

their perspectives and wares upon the general practitioner,
and to censor him tor hie shortcomings.

From their pedestals

in the hierarchy of medicine·, specialists may scrutinize the
general man' a inadequacies trespassing their domain. Mtdical
students alaoet without exception gaze with reverence upon
the hallowed ground of the specialties.
But the conclusion which relegates a general man to
aedioorit7 ie far from valid.
a sort ot defense mechanism.

Such an attit,ude ia, instead,
Virtually every man, I think,

who limits his activities to gain relative superiority within

his specialty, envies at least secretly the fortitude ot-thoae
who struggle to encompae• the entire ti-eld of me·ctiO'ine;.

In

the tace of ever broadening, ever changing re-eponei:bilitiea,
he has courage who seeks to keep abreast th-e whole ·of modern
medicine.

That,hie lines atretch thin is inevitable' and by

no aeans to hie discredit; it is far more paramount that hie
basic concept,s be practial, inclusive, and at least conteaporarily accurate.
The ultimate value of any medical procedure lies in its
efficacy when applied to actual patients and their associated

situational problems.

Clearly, morality in medicine can

aately stem only from prapatia•; i.e., a thing or act ie
I

*Q!•, William James,

John Dewey,

iii

ll !1•

1

good 1 if' it works (accompliahea ita purpoee), •baa• it it

doeen•t--quite apart from its authority or theoretical baeie.
Thus any specialized branch of medicine which fails to orient

iteelt with other branches and with the patient as a peychobiologic entity, risks stifling itself in ita own impractical
rites.
A preponderance of medical literature exh'ibite erteneive

infiltration in all directions, but devotes oomparativel7
little effort to bringing up the main forces.

Original

reeearoh ie deified while· attempts to ·a-yntbeaize the in-

mm,.erable fragments are too often neglected ·aesavoring ot
plagiarism.

It 1a, for example, a rare· univere·i ty whoa.e

departmental head·a are chosen ·because of ability to· eynthesize and teach general ooncepta--ratber than·on·the lraeia ot
original research, frequent contributions t·o· the· literature,

or seniority.
The general practitioner, it seems to me,holde· a key
position. Be is usually in a position to survey hie patient
ae a unit; according to the Gestalt concept (1,, PP•

446-118),

to eee him ae a •total configuration,• aa a living, functioning organism in hie environment.

Ideally, the phyaician 1•

objectively taailiar with hie patient's evolutionary, devel-

opaenta.1, and social background.•, and the man in general practice baa therein the beat. opportunit.y t,o judge t,ot,al reeult,e

ot therapy.

iv

I have attempted, therefore, to review the more practical
phases of a therapeutic agent which ie neither new nor well
understood, but one which is almost universal in ite applicability.

Its potentialities for effective use are greatest

in the hands of the general practitioner, provided he hae the
prerequisite attitude and working knowledge of ita principlee.
No originality, of course, is claimed for the material
ueed.

In seeking to abstract the more useful con'tributione,

I have borrowed heavily trom the current literature and have
endeavored to give specific credit to original author• where•••r poaaible.

Even the perspective in whi·ch this probl• has

been sketched must be credited in large part to those m•bere
of the raeulty whose indulgence and discernment of peychoacmatic interrelat.ionahipa ha.Te engendered it.

C. E. S.
April 1, 19.\2.
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PSYOHOTHERAPI IN GENERAL PRAOTIOE

I.

ORIENTATION

Paychotherapy is tar from being anything new •. Indeed.,
there 18 little doubt that, it has constituted the basic-it not the only•-etteotive therapeutic agent throughout much

ot earlier medical history. !tor ·can the medical proteeaion
claim. •Nn ma.j-or heritage.
whate·ver

••an•

Appeals by anci to the psyche by

tor the relief of real or· fancied ills have

formed an inte1r•J part of countless ctalte and practices,
be they faith healers, osteopaths, prieate, or goffnaenta.
Iaakin ( ~l) auggeate that 1 ia a general wq the tera
paycbotherapyaeane the application ot pe7cholo1ical ecienoe
tot.he treatm.ent ot diaeaae.

It is obviously not a treat.aent,
I

ot the mind but a treatment by the mind.•

Bennett• a d•tini-

t.ion (2) will beet sen• to orient our diecuaeion:
Any atteapt to change th• mental attitude
an individual and thereby help him. to overooae
funotional eympt.aru can be cane• payohotaeraw.
Scientific pa7chot.herapy may be considered the
atteapt to tind the psychic origin of tunotional
ayaptcma ancl either \o r•ove their oauaee or
enahle th• patient, to overcome or 'tolerate hi•
e711ptome. The t,reatment coneiet• in re-ed.u.cat,ion
ot the patient'• harai\ll emot,ionalat.t,itude•,
the deyelopaent ot insight and new·underatanding
ot mental cauaee of hie aaladjuetment, and at
times, by deliberate euggeetion or perauaeion,
to help hia regain selt-confidence and better

•otional eontrol.
To psychology and psychiatry we ow• the formulation of P•1chotherapy aa a therapeutic agent of scientific dignit.y,
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but the a~ceptance of psychoeomatic concepts in medicine
em.phaaizee ita applicability to all branches of medicine con-

cerned with treatment of the sick patient.
This thesis will eeek to establish psychotherapy as an

instrument of paychoaanatic medicine and then to outline a
working basis for the application of psychotherapy to general
medicine.

P9choaomatic· lledioine
Bet.ween psychiatry and the other branches of aedicine,

'there has long persisted a chasm fostered by the ancient
duali• of mutually exclueiTe aind-body components of man.

Thia artificial dichotomy has, however, been repeatedly
attacked in current literature (e.g. , 6, 19, 24,

·'4, ,9),

and tor our purposes here•• may simply postulate the interclependence of psyche and soma and proceed to a few corollaries
on which to base the aubaequent diseuaeion.
Aclolf Meyer is credited with chapioning in America the
biologic applicat-ion of psychology.· In 1915 he 1NDD11arized
hie position in an article

('4)

entitl•cl 1 0bjectin psychology

or pe7chobiology with eubordina'l.ion of the medically useless
contraet of mental and ph7sioal, 1 as tollowet

I urge the etudent to t.raee the-plain lite history
of a person anc:1 to record it on what I call the
lite chart; the reeult is a record, a 11100th or
unbrok•n life curYe of one of the ma.in or&an• and
tunctiona, and in addition, a record of the main
events of the lite of the whole bundle of organ•,
that is the 1 indiYidual aa a whole 1 and of the
tact• which aeterained and constituted hie behaTior.

'
Thie realm of object'ive and determinable facts of
the individual aa a person constitutes what we ae
physicians need to know as psychology. The science
dealing with these tacts I call psychobiology, in
order not to step on the toea of the introspectioniet who might want to reserve the term 1 psychology1
tor the traditional type of subjective psychology •.
It 1• scarcely practicable here to consider the many contrib-

utors to our present conception of psychosomatic medicine.
Dunbar hae done this in her monumental &W"Vey of.the literature on peychosomat.ic interrelationships (18) tor the
period 1910 to 19,,, and some of· th• more recent work ia
included in reference• cited at the end of thie p•per
(pp. 71-74).

lhat, then• is paychoeom.at·i-c medicine? A few teraa
need to be .defined to eatabliah its horizonr

Paycholoq deala w1th • certain ··aspects of the ·functioning ot coneciousneee through which the neurologically

integrated working is held together in the flow' ot total
acttvit1• (4, P• 1~). Daab:te·U

(1,,

P• 8) limits the term

to 1 t.hoae interests in human behavior that talc• the fom
of true scientific inquiry.•
Phyaiolop, on the other hand, 1• concerned with eseen-

tially non-mental or intra-mental functioning of the soma;
i.e., organ• or ayatema (4, P• 15).

B1olog 1a

1 the

science of lite; the branch of know-

leige which treats of t.he origin, development·, et-rueture,

tunotiona, dietribution, etc., ot plants and animala 1 (troa
lebeter'!.Oollegiate Diotionary, G.

&

o.

Merriam. Oo., 19'4).
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Peychobioloa, therefore, is objective psychology which,
in Billing•' words

(4, p. 16), "takes into account not only

the inclividual part responsea·and functions but also consiclere
th• a part of the total and mentally integrated person's

behavior ••• It ie the physiology ot the total.man.•

It studies

the meaning of functions, episodes, 1ihings in the total experienceJ realizing that 1 tunction1 is inseparable from •organ•
and t.hat the function

ot the integrated nervous system coapriaee

the behavior ot man as a unit.

Ps1chogenic !!!!,function, of

course, comprises •1117 one part of paychobioloQ'J
average, or

1 normal 1

To reeapitulates

1

healthy, 1

function are likewise included.
Peyehobiolop is a science which 11,pplies

the principles ot psychology to biologic function.

Payeb.o-

therapy 1a a therapeutic agent applied b7 and/or to the- 1 aind 1
(psyche, consciouaneae, total-experience) in problems aaeociated with pe7chobiologic malfunction.

The application of

psychotherapy to probl•• which are wholly or in part nonpsychiatric implies a jeyohosomatic ·concept in m.edicine; i.e.,
one which recognizes the ·interdependence of both psyche and
aoaa as they constitute the total organism..

!!!.! !!£. Pg;cnotherapY
Pew will den, that those unfortunates labelled 1 funct1onal 1
or 1 peycboneurotio 1 need au.ch more than palliative eymptomatic
aana.gement.

Clearly, any curatiTe therapy muet be directed

against the underlying causes it new symptoms are not to

/

crop up, hydra fashion, after ostensibly euecessful management.
Many

men, however, question the practicability of

curative treatment of psychoneurosis and allied disorders by
the general practitioner.

Quite advisedly, they feel safer

if these patients are referred to the psychiatrist whenever
circumstances permit--e.nd in many instances, of course, this
is highly desirable.

But the great majority of patients

remain to plague the physician with endleee complaints until
he desperately resorts to palliative measures, sedation, and
placeboes

~

infinitum lest they turn to quacks.

It is to be hoped that a& the physician acquires greater
familiarity with psychotherapeutic tools, a genuine interest
in these patients will be engendered and he ean offer brighter
prospects of effective therapy.

Billings writes.(5):

1

The

real prevention of mental 111 health lies in the hands of
the family physician, internist and surgeon to whom the patient
first goes for help, not in the hands of the psychiatrist
specialist.•
That the number of patients with apparently somatic
symptoms but without correspondingly demonstrable organic
disease is very considerable, is evidenced in every branch
of medicine.

Some representative data will varify this

impression:
Mendelotf reviewed the occurrence of bodily disease as
a result of disturbed psyche (;1),, of which a majority

6

suggested •nervous exhauetion.•

He quotes,

Moersoh: Of 500 cases at the Mayo Clinic, 44% had
psychogenic factors.
Stevenson, Of 1~ caeee at a gastrointestinal
clinic, two-thirds reported a correlated emotional problem.
Reynolds: Of 9,5 private patients in internal medicine practice, 20% were psychoneurotics.

Davison, Lowlance, and Barnett (14) in seven year•' practice of internal medicine diagnosed 445 cases as neuroses,
constituting 10.7% of total new oases.

}6 (4 - 81

years);,~ were males and

The average age was

65% females.

Billings in a detailed survey of personality disorders
admitted to the Colorado General Hospital and outpatient
department (5) concludes that •one of every- fourteen ... ie
not aick because of primary organic disease.

He is sick

because of emotional and nervous difficulties •••• •
data of interest here

8'8

Other

abstracted from the same survey

as follows:
The vast majority of adults had com.plaints
referable to the abdomen, and one-third presented
symptoms end signs referable-to gastrointestinal
malfunctions. Of these, the 26-year old females
had aYeraged at least one abdominal operation
attempted previously for relief of symptoms.
One-halt of male peychoneurotic patients averaged
one abdominal operation before admission.
Patients (in this teaching hospital) ultimately
requiring psychiatric care had:
-had five times ae many physicians in consultation as those with other illnesses;
-been hospitalized twice as long for diagnosis
as those physically sick;
--required four times more time of phyaician(a)
than other patients; and
--required two to ten times as much laboratory
work as other patients.

7

Barria (2,) reports that -"of 500 consecutive cae•a ad-

mitted to the medical clinic of the Boston dispensaries in

19,5 ••• '6 per cent of the patients were suffering from eymptoms
due to emotional maladjustment.•
Bennett and Semrad(') reYiewed one hundred· patients

finally diagnosed as psychoneurotic at the University of Mebraaka
Hospital, to ascertain the commonest errors in d'iagnosia and

ot 100 psychoneurotic patients they found that,

treatment.

72 had erroneous diagnoeea of severe organic disease
29--had diagnoeee· of non-e·xtatent se·rioua· gastrointestinal disease
14 had d.iagnoeee of endocrine dyeeraeiaa· (usually
hyperthyroidiea)
l~ had erroneous diagnoaee of organic cerebral diseases

1, had 17, aurgical operations, of which at least
one-half would have been unnecessary.

They conclude:

"These aietakee 1n diagnosis come largely from

laclt of general understanding of the principies·ot peychopa.thology, failure to elicit adequate history and to conei4er

aituationa.l and psychogenic factors and failure to appreciate
the importance of person lity aake-up ot the patient.•

Young writ•• (52),

ie a need for aetter

un4eret,nci1ng ot these c sea ie well evidenced. b7the tact

that 1125,000,000 ia bei

spent ea.oh year on such treataent

as is provided by oateop 'thy, chiropracty, Christian Science
and allied forms.•

And

o physicians who d•and somatic

patholog of their patients, Houston warns:
one said,

1

1 It

is ae though

I don't. like fecee, 1 and ref'ueed•to treat dysentery

or cholera ••••

It will tend to drive patients away and dTiYe

8

many doctore to penury.
existed....

In Germany this view-point has long

The result of this credo in Germany hae been that

the offieee of doctors ·are empty, while those of· naturopathe
overflow, that quacks abound as nowhere elae; that finally the
Hitler Government hae set up the quack as the State Medicine.
The r&irer in medicine is a naturopath." (24)

Dunbar observes (18, P• ,61):

1

The patient can not be

blamed for turning to the quack as long as he gets blue pills
and
.../

magnesium sulfate from the physician when what he needs is

psychotherapy.. • • He {the physician) has, and always will
hu·e, an enormous advantage over the quacks the ability to

diagnose scientifically. This, however, means little to the
patient, and the patient will cease to turn to the qua.ck
only when and if the medical man is superior to the quack not
only in diagnosis, but, above all, in therapy."
But leet we be led to think that only the psychoneurotic
or •tunctional 1 patient deserves the pains of psychotherapy,
it ie important to point out its place in all therapeutics,
although with yarying degrees of necessity.

Riggs points out

('8), "There is no disease or disorder which does not in some

degree affect the patient's emotional and mental life, nor

is there any such condition which is not, in its turn, favorably or unfavorably affected by the patient's feelings and
thoughte.•
Most practitioners are well aware of the psychogenic
etiology and aggravation so characteristic of such afflictions
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as chronic eczema, bronchial asthma, angina pecto~is, mucous
colitis, peptic ulcer, and many others.

Here, however, we shall

mention only reports on a few diseases whose psychogenic aspects
are lees commonly recognized.

Wolfe (50) has studied the emotione with relation to
organic heart disease, to find that

1 in

no other cases are the

psychic factors of such vital importance as in the presence
fhe11.rt]
of organ'l.c/\dieease.• The psychogenic nature of "functional 1

(non-organic) cardiac complaints is, of course, obvious, but
Wolfe observes that •what is new is a growing recognition
among meclical men of the practical importance of psychic
aspects of so-called organic disease, a.long with the recognition of the necessity of finding and treating specific factors
instead of vague things such as 'worry• or 'fear,' just as the
medical man is not ~atisfied with finding an 'infection,' but
wants to know the nature of the infection, and, therewith,

the means of can.bating it.•
Diabetes mellitua ie not often realized to have psychogenic determinants.

Menninger

(,2),

Root

(41). and Daniela

(10) are among those to show the significance of personality
and environmental strees in this disease.

Daniele reports

case examples (10) ot diabetic onset and/or aggravation with
emotional etreee, despite the use or neglect of diet.and
medication.

1

It would seem,• he writes,

1 that

in cases in

which an underlying neurosis is of importance there is present
a basic physieo-neurotic reaction (actual neurosis) like

10

anxiety neurosis.

There is reason to believe a similar

erotization of eymptome goes on in certain cases as in pa7,choneuroeee; in diabetes it would be the metabolic process that
becomes erotized. 1
Psychotherapeutic cure ot a patient with ulcerative
colitis aBSociated with hysterical depression is reported. by
Daniels (11).
Two surveys of rheumatoid arthritis are significant in
this connection·.

evidence of

1

Smith (45) reports that 52

ot 102 cases gave

depleting and unbalancing experiences" which

were closely related to the onset of the arthritis.

years later, in 19,6, Thomae (49) concludes that

Four

1 significant

emotional disturbancee, precede the onset of rheumatoid arthritis, not only in a certain number, but in a surprisingly
large proportion of casee--in this series, in all of them.•
After an analysis of 1 The psychic component of the
disease process (including convalescence), in cardiac, diabetic,

and fracture patients," Dunbar, Wolfe, and Rioch conclude (19)•
First, much of the present-day medical treatment
of somatic ailments is purely palliative and symptomatic in the sense that many somatic allments are
merely symptoms of an underlying disease process
developing in psychic and somatic aspects •••
Second, the psychic component may be determinatiYe in illness, no matter how •organic" •••
Third, from the point of view of the hastening
of convalescence and the guarding against relapse,
the role played by the psychic factor is determinative in a considerable proportion ot patients (as
reported here for ••• cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
and fractures).

11

Fourth, it is probable that the psychic factor
ie specific at least tor certain disease processes
or syndromes, such tor example as •essential hypertension.•
1

Expensive ae psychotherapy is,• they add,

1

it is less expen-

sive than caring for the invalidism that is inevitable without

it.•
There ie still one other reason--albeit subjectiye and
J/

•••n

,!aooentric•-:t'or

the

physician to cultivate a psycho-

biologic perspective and a psychotherapeutic technique.
Campbell's rem.arks about psychoanalysis (6) may well be applied to the broader psychobiologic concept of medical therapy,

The general physician will find a study of
psychoanalysis to be grat.ifying to hi~. pro:t'easional
outlook as well as to hi• everyday enjoyment of
lite ••• He is in .an ideal ppsition to observe a
family over a period ot years ••• And the family
. physician, who has insight into these important
re lational\ipe ,' is in an enviable position to suggest
here and there and perhaps eave a susceptible child
trom a miserable life of neuroticism.
Re who coldly follows .. organic •history-examination-diagno•s•treatment11 routine under t.be guise of scientific objectivity
forfeits much of the warmth and eatiefaction inherent in aed..:.
ical practice.

The patient who has been led with tact and

und.eratand.ing to achieve satisfactory readjustment ie apt to
be tar more appreciative than tho one who haa been temporarily
relieved of pylorospasa, peptic ulcer, or recurrent appendicitis.

Thia vaunted "patient-doctor• relationship so suddenly

eantified before the specter of socialized medicine ie nonetheless a respectable entity, potentially laden with dividends
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tor both patient and doctor--it·it be used, rather than
prated about.

There is infinitely more in medicine for the

physician ot whom Loomie writes in Coneultation !22!!,,
aeea

1

who

his patients as troubled human beings who have cane to

him tor help, rather than a suoces·eion of aches and pains. 1

I I • DIAGNOSIS

Hazards
The reeulte of therapy directed against any illnese are
obviously heavily dependent upon accuracy of diagnosis.

The

statistical averag• of five-year cures of malignancy, for
example, differ widely in different clinics depending in
part upon whether the pathologist is

1

eancer-m.inded 11 in his

interpretation of border-line metaplasia.
It is inOWBbent, upon the physician who would treat psychogenic ills, therefore, to diagnose, evaluate, and treat not
only the

11 functiona1 1

component of hie patient's disorder,

but also any significant organic component.

The t,ena psycho-

somatic medicine, itself, may be taken to imply that human
ills, like human beings--the

"Aryan"

rarely appear in pure culture.

race to the contrary--

Failure to perform a competent,

unprejudiced examination for all pathology is almost indefensible.

Hamman wisely cautions {21):

I wish to point out a real dang•r to onesided emphasis. The most crushing disgrace a
doctor can suffer ie mistakenly to treat a patient
with organic disease under the assumption that
hie disorder is due entirely to functional causes.
••• It must be remembered that the distinction
between organic. and functional disease is always
difficult and eoraetiDlee calls tor the very highest
skill of the physician.
Nor are we justified in seizing upon a diagnosis of tune\../

.for

tional disease, neurosis, etc., as we wouldAa gauze pack-

14

merely to till a diagnostic cavity.

Psychoneurosis is not,

as often taught, a diagnosis made in Yacuo and confirmed by
the exclusion of all demonstrable organic causes for symptoms.
While the persistence of symptoms in the absence of organic
causes may be presumptive evidence of a functional disorder,
a diagnosis which indicts personality function must be con-

firmed by positive findings of maladjustment, lmetional immaturity, etc.

1 The

1 18

physician," observes Campbell (6),

rationalizing when he diemieees a patient by saying 'she is
just another neurotic~•

Th• piyaician who has been trained

in cellular pathology and bacteriology finds it difficult to
underetand the peychoneurotic patient in the light of this

training. He must learn to analyze the neurotic symptom.

It ••• ia a dysfunction, involving to a varying

de&l'ee the

endocrine system, the sympathetic ne"ous system and the
psyche

(mind or central nenous system).•

Aaeuming, then, that the presence or absence ot demonstrable
organic pathology has been determined, one has still to eyal-

uate its relative importance in the patient's total problem.

Frequently we are forced by circumstances to neglect otherwise
desirable tonne of therapy because their importance is overshadowed
is

by more pressing needs, somatic or psychic.

One

tempted to suggest, however, that orthodox medicine since

Virchow has been far less apt to neglect fundamental needs of
organic nature than thoee of psychic origin.

Neverthe1eH,

selection of therapy to fit individual cases ie one phase of

the

!£i of medicine.

Otten we can hope tor only relative cures,

when many- of the ills to which mania hetr are more wisely

endured than em.phaaized.
Harrington (22) claasifies disorders for which psychotherapy is indicated ae follows:
I. Neuroaia. Those conditions ·in which·· there ie
no demcn:istrahle path·ology and in which the· complaint• of the patient·are ·looked upon aa due
in part at leaat to •peychic 1 causes.
II. Conditions with d•onstrable.pathology which
are due in part at least to psychogenic ·c.au••••
III. Problems in mental adjustment occurring
results ot physical cleformit7· or d'iaease.

a,

The ditterential diagno8'is and evaluat·ion of peychoeom.a.tic pathology is a font:idable responsibility.· One longa

tor th• confidence and finality resident, in, aa:y, the rad.iologi~ diagnosis of fracture or the microscopic diagnoai·a ot
tuberculoaia.

Schilder states the problem when he· writes

I think that the knowledge of attitudes· of
organic and psychogenic diseases· is of primar,
diagnostic iaportance. We have also to understand
the specific attitudes connected.· with· ·specific·
organic diaeae••·· le shall then better·underetand
the psychogenic pictures and their specific relation•
to beginning organic disease. le atil 1 lack a
symptomatology of internal diaeasee from a peychological point of view.· I think: that such a eymptomatoloa of internal diseases, evaluating the
psychological structure of the pathological experience• of the organically sick, will be of indispensable value, not only for the diagnoeie but
also for the treatment of the patient. It is trite
to •ST that every sick person needs psychological

help.
le have implied that the peychoeaaatic patient whoa we
wish to help is commonly a

1

borderline 1 patient, being

16

neither frankly so.matically nor peychically pathologic.
Because of the dU'ficul ty of confirming the diagnoeis, they
not infrequently raiee the suspicion of malingering.

Only

witJl the greatest caution, however, should such a conc.lueion

follow, even in the face of apparently patent motiTes.
Ackerly warns (l)s

I think we are fooled not on the basis of
miesing a clear-cut malingerer, but because the
patient is making a sick adjustment to life or he
would not go to the extreme lengthe·he doe• t.o
gain euch relati-rely amall adTanta:ge... Among
1tudents we find ·that. ·one· of' ·th'e ·common· errors is
to widen the concept·ot malingering to include
tboae neuroses aeeociated with eomatic 'Comp1ainta.
Thia erroneous concept sets up an im.paaeable
barrier to treataent.
Btioloq
'l'he paucity of objective finding• in peychogenic disorders
compels the dia.gnoatician to rel7 heavily upon tbehietory,
particularly t,o discern what endogenous or exogenous factor•
aay haye caused an alleged m.aladjuetnumt.

Four prediepoeing

factors which may operate in the procl•otion ot mental illa are
enumerated by Harringi,on (22),

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Situational factor
Oonetitutional factor
Factor ot bodily 111 health
Factor ot wrong education or training

Actual precipitation of symptoms ie ascribed by most

author• to a m.echani• involving basic errors ot personality
function.

Lorand declares (28),

1 The

patient is his lack of adaptabilit7.

basic problem of the

Being unable to accept
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reality the patient seeks to escape it.

'l'he neurotic aymptoaa

are therefore a means of justifying the flight, as well aa the
d~da for support, guidance, and attention.•
Rado writes

c,6},

1 Th•

neurotic ego is thus driYen by

its 11orbid tears to carry out. unnecessary. emergency measures
•hich reduce both the range ~d the efficiency of its functioning.•

Be subdivides these '•ergenc7 measures•

into

three levels of conec·iouanese with a dominant syaptoa tor
eachs

1. Intellectual level (fear)
2. Atfectoaotor, aubintellectual, level (anxiety)
,. Subatfect level ·{pain)

Altheugh such a hierarchy.may be an oyereimplification and
artificial, the concept seems useful for orientation.

It is perhaps also academic to attempt anatomic localization of paychologic drives with our present lack of
experimental data, but the attempt may·atill be valuable
in clarifying our ideae of peychologic mechanisme·.

The

trend of ethics since the cave man has been to abhor
•otional motivation and satisfaction, but to applaud
intellectual domination ae the ultimate good.

Carmon'•

monumental experimental' however, were the beginning of a

*Cannon, Walter B., Boclily changes in pain, hunger,!!!£
~ .£!&!.• D. Appleton & Oo., 1915.
ecientitie aov•ent proving emotions to be a tund•enta.l
physiologic necessity, clearly correlated with anatomic

•
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and chemical function.

Concerning the source ot basic peycho-

logic drives, Houston, an internist, graphically write•

(24):

Their chief seat is in the thalamus, the basal
ganglia; their expression is through the autonomic
ner.oue system. The intellect, the cortex, is
their serYant; its mission is to find means for
their satisfaction. It the aind is the steering
wh. .l, the emotional life is the motor, or, a
better analogy, the v-ital tendencies dictate the
direction and the goal while the mind finde the
patll that lead.a thither.

It is ti.a• we ceased to he prudish about recognizing emotion
ae th•

•111• !!!· \!!2!! ot

human aoti vation, with intellectual

devices ae convenient instruments tor obtaining its satis-

faction·.

Then we could more· truly appreciate the plight of

the neurotic patient, whose drivee·haye temporarily oyerwhelaed. his capacity tor their utilization.

Spptomatolop
In considering the symptomatology of psychogenic· illness
it is iaperative to remember that we are here using the term.a
•neuroses• and •neurotic syndrome• to denote symptomatic
aaniteetatiou of paycbogenic maltunction·--not to denote a

'pathologic entity, per.!!.•
point out ( 14),

1 1yaptcaa

As Davison, Lowlance and Barnett
occurring in neurotic individuals

oecur also in so-called normal individuals at times, varying
in degree· of inteneit7.

11th the exception of eee tonu of

hysteria, the normal counterpart of every neurotic symptom.
can be indicated to the patient •••

In neurotic individuals

the eaae symptcaa occur a• in normal people, only without
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evident cause, and patients misinterpret the symptom and
assign it to an organic disease.•
Schilder otters a table of symptoms for orientation ot
body ailments from a

1 peychotherapeutic

point ot view• (42,

PP• ,,-}4-)s
1. Symptoms of the surface of the body:
a. Swelling (addition to the image of the body)
b. Mutilation ( subtraction from the image of the
body) .
c. Change
d. Loss of integrity (bleeding)
2. Symptoms of the openings of the body:

a. Occlusion (constipation, difficulties in
breathing, absence of sweating, absence of
menstruation)
b. Excessive discharge from the openings
(vomiting, diarrhea, excessive menstruation,
hyperhydros 1e)
,. Symptoas of the eensee (impairment of sensory
intake).
4. Symptoms of the inside of the body,
a. Increased heaviness (general, localized,
fullness, densification)
b. Diminished heaviness (general, localized,
holes, emptiness)
c. Change in quality, from the point of view
of physics (solid, liquid, gas)
5. Symptoms of motility,
a. Diminution (paralysis, weakness, fatigue,
general and local)
b. Increased (fits, cramps, twitchings, tension, restlessness, general and local)
6. General eyaptoma s
a. Anxiety
b. Dizziness
c. Nausea
d. Pain
•• Inhibition
t. Fatigue
g. Weakness
h. Restlessness
i. Tension

(According to this table, the general symptoms and
the motility aymptans have close relations to each
other.)
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'Every one of these symptoms,• Schilder adds, •can occur in
the course ot an organic disease as well ae by psychogeneeis.
It one ot the symptoms occurs from an organic point of view,
it will carry with it specific psychological attitudes ••• It
••• on a psychogenic basis ••• we find a silllilar psychological
attitude as a causal factor in the formation of a neurosis.•
(Vide supra P• 15.)
Given a set of eym.ptoms common to both •somatic• and
•psychic• disorders, the physician may then examine the
underlying attitudes of the patient, both general and
specific, as a means of differentiating and evaluating
organic and/or

11

functiona1• ccaponents.· Eveey physician

is repeatedly subjected to vast differences in the attitude
with which patients regard their afflictions, varying from
an interminable •organ recital" of complaints to a cold
and

diecou.raging indifference toward attempts at therapy.
Prom Stern's work (48) have been abstracted some ot

the cOJ1111.oner deterainante·of neuroti~ attitudes:
1. Narcissism. Predisposition by 11 attect malnutrition. 1
2. Psychic bleed~. Patient collapses when
subjected to Trauma,• instead of recovering
normally. Failure of 1 re1Jound.•
,. Inordinate hypersensitivity.
Is in keeping
with cleeply rooted insecurity, which necessitates undue caution end awareness of danger.
4. Pay.chic rigidity. The 1 rigid personality.•
Exhibited before four or five years of age;
aggraYated at periods of stress (puberty,
marital adjustment, menopause, etc.). Maternity fraught with great "danger• (anxiety).
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5. Negative therapeutic reaetiona.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DepreHion,
anger. Therapeutically, there ie a narrow
aargin of safety: danger of suicide, eelfinjury.
reelinge 5!£ inferiority. Lack of insight.
ID111L8.ture traits.
Masochism. •wound-licking.• Self-pity.
1Somatic 1 insecurity 2!. anxiety. Failures
taken to mean basic inecmpetence.
!!!!. S?!, 'projection mechanimn. Defective judgment.
Difficulties !!! reality testing.

Demonstration of one or more of these attitudes ie signifi-

cant onl.7 in degree of emphasis and in relation to other
finding a, and not in their deteotion alone.

fhe.n we can

recognize the aame attitudes in ourselves, we can scarcely

throw the firet stone.
It aq be of value to list specifically the sore fro-

quent manifestations of the neurotic syndrome.
purpose a table prepared by Kraines (27, P•

For this

,1) is repro-

clucecl:
Syaptoas usually
Spbolic
but not exclusively sos

Symptoms exp·reeei ve

Muscle paralysis
Muscle tics

Irri t.ability
Anxiety
igocentricity
Concentration difficulties.
lorry
Overconcern about
the self
Anorexia
Insomu·a

Aneethe sias
Hyperestheeiaa
Pareathesiae

Tubular vision
Phobias and fears
Obeeaaione, compulsions

Abnormal sex interests
Impotence

ot
General Tension

Hallu.cinationa
Delusions

(Table continued)

//
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Symptoms usually expression of
Tension or of a disturbed
AutonODlic Nervous System

a Focal

1

being run down"
Easy tatigability
Cardiac symptom.a
Gastric difficulties
Intestinal apasms
Bladder irritability
Uterine dysfunction
Pains and aches in limbs
Headaches
Perspiring palms
Cold hands and feet
1
Eyestrain1
"Ringing in ears•
Stammering and stuttering
"Lump in throat•
Weakness,

Because the patient is usually seen first by hie family

doctor. the latter should rem•ber tht possibility of an early
schizophrenic basis tor neurotic symptoms.
(1),

1

To quote Ackerly

It is well to recognize that the first stage of dementia

praecox is often accompanied by physical syaptoms not unlike
the symptoms of a hypochondriacal peychoneurotic.

These

patients are generally emotionally apathetic, indifferent,
and unresponsive.

They should be given institutional treat-

ment for the underlying psychosis as early as the condition
is recognized.

The earlier treatment is given, the better

are the chances of improvement.•
1 The

As Campbell points out. (6),

meagerness of psychotic material expressed by some well-

developed schizophrenic patients is a thing not generally
realized.

It is said tJiat some paranoid praeeox patients

are to be recognized as much by what they fail to say as by
what they do aa,.•

In summarizing this entire section on diagnosis, we are
abliged to conteaa that slf11 a discussion can hope to contribute
little concrete help in de'-tection and evaluation of neurotic
and psychogenic trends.

I

Accurate diagnosis, like so much else

in clinical medicine, necessarily stems from actual practice;
discuseion can merely aeek t.o suggest presumably desirable
perspectives, to be translated into action if practicable.
le have, therefore, considered more or leaa at random certain
concepts underlying peychoeom.atic diagnosis, essaying to
stimulate a healthier approach to psychogenic illness ae it
exists.
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III.

MBTHODOLOGY

Attitude of Hlysieian
In no other type of therapy is the attitude of the physician more determinative of suceees or failure than in
pe7chotherapy.

While the therapist should inject hie own

peraonality into the picture as little as posaible, he
nevertheless must maintain his patient's confidence in his

interest, competence, and objectivity. le frequently underestilllate the impressionability ot patients to ott-hand
remarks or to transient moods, and the neurotic patient
magnifies this propeneity aa.ny times.

Ooon and R&JDlond

haye observed the tendency of eanitorium. patients to seize

upon chance remarks of their physicians for guiding maxima
(8, P• ,O).
1 The

•responds

general practitioner,• writes Menninger(},),
with Yarying types and degrees of emotional reactions

to the individual afflicted with a nervous break-down, often
in contrast to his cold, scientific and unemotional attitude
toward piysical illness.

The average physician's reaction

to these problems depends chiefly on his own interest in and
knowledge ot psychologic illnesses.•

He tabulates these

responees as:

.!:!!!. annoyance. Nothing to treat, but
patient persists in returning.
2. Ourioaity and incredulity. Physician aq recognize psychologic nature, but use physical treatment.
l. Irritation
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-'· Exaaperation, contempt, anger. Patient is
either a liar or a. u.lingerer.
4. Overaolicitoueneea, ~ ' anxiety. Tells
patient of *elevated blood pressure,• "extrasystoles," or •trace of albumen.•
That patients with psychogenic illnesses do greatly try
one's toleranc& is undeniable.

Their histories are inter-

minable, their moods infectiously depressing; they return
with the same tale of woe instead of a gratifying report
of improvement; they diatruat the therapeutic measures or
the doctor himself.

And yet if the physician can not desen-

ei tize hie own emotional reacti.on to such p·atients, he is
seriously handicapped--even exposed as similarly aalad.juated
--in his relations with a large proportion of patients.
Oam.pbell 1 a words ( 6) are helpful in struggling to for-

gi·ve these unfortunatees

It ie erroneously supposed that the neurotic
individual could prevent or forget his symptoms
it he only cared to do so. The neurotic·. eym.ptoa
i• itself a by-product of a sincere attempt to
overcome a more serious problem. It is a substitution, a replacement of a formidable difficulty
by a simpler one. One cannot accuse the neurotic
pat-tent of not trying t.o overcc:me his illnna.
The tact is, he attacks a much more serious, more
deeply seated problea and is finally able to effect a compensation, so that when the physician
is confronted with a simple neurotic symptCl'D. he
should visualize the agonizing battle which occurred within that patient before the symptom was
evolved.
1 The

neurasthenic,• said Jastrow (25, P• ,22),

1 has

to fight

for every inch of health and poise, and, when he wine,
deserves a hero medal, for he is a fighter under the untaireet
han.clioapa that could be imposed; he has the hardest task with
the least energies to meet it.•
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Billings comments

(4,

p. 224) that "Inasmuch as psycho-

biology is still probably in little more than the infantile
stage of its development, the physician must recognize the
known facts for what they are and be able to realize that
there are still more to be formulated. 1

The same author then

stipulates three prerequisites for successful practice of
psychotherapy

(4, PP• 224-25)1

The first prerequisite, therefore, is the acquisition of a type of clinical discipline which
will enable the physician to keep accurate records
and maintain a position wherein he can test hie
therapy constantly with incessant whys, hows, and
whats. This presupposes in the physician a thorough
knowledge of personality organization and functioning; of racial, community and family ideologies;
and of the ever-present and changing socio-economic
factors.
The second prerequisite is a healthy attitude
toward the time factor in treating the psychiatric
case. le still, and probably will continue to,
include in our thinking and expectations some of
the concepts that more properly belong to physical
medicine. Insofar as the time factor is concerned,
psychopathologioal disorders by their very nature,
differ from the somatic disorders in that they are
in general more extended. If the internist should
expect a patient with typhoid fever to recover
within two weeks, and as a natural result should
try to hasten recovery, several new factors might
enter the therapeutic problem. He would be unable
to work with ease and therefore would work less
efficiently; his patient would soon become subtly
aware of his physician's attitude and so have an
additional load with which to struggle; and, lastly,
the physician, in his disappointment and resultant
drive to force the issue, would be apt to overlook
important features of the case, to come to rely
too much on dangerous tricks aBd possibly, in an
indirect way, to influence the lay concept of the

malady.
The third prerequisite is, of necessity, the
acceptance of a broad definition of what constitutes
treatment--a definition that can be accepted with
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eaae and relative satisfaction, whatever the state
of our knowledge may be, and one that will include
new data without requiring a complete change in
the general echema •••• Webster'• International
Dictionary probably offers as good an interpretation
as we could ask tor, viz., treatment is 1 the management and care of a patient or the combating ot his
disorder.•

Tllis quotation has been taken from Billings at considerable
length because ot its f\lnclamenu.l importance to our discussion.
Obri.oualy, reconstruction of the physician'• attitude
toward psychogenic patients ie scarcely to be accompliahed
on paper.

It a,q be of value, however, to summarize the

more common errors caam.itted in treatment of auoll disorders.
The following is a 11st of therapeutic •don'ts• compiled

from contributions by Rodie (4o)J Ackerly (l)J and Davison,

Lowance, and Barnett (14):
1. ~

1

1 hurry. The neceasity of 0 a healthy attitude

toward the tiae factor• was emphasized in Billings' prer~quieitee ( ~ supra, p. 26).

Psychogenic illness ie charac-

teristically chronic in onset; therapy must be

1 chronic•

to

perndt readjustment of deeply rooted behavioral patterns.
Resistance to therapy attempted on a giyen dq may epontan-

eouely diaint.e1rate if time be allowed for readjustment of

attituclee.
2. ~ · ~ ch•tt•

Th•~-importance of cCD1plete clinical

etud.y--history, physical, laboratory, neurologic, and
peychiatric--i• a hackneyed but vital point.

It is dangerous
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to disregard unexplained findings; unusual or unlikely complaints, sudden unaccountable changes in behavior may, if
traced, obviate weeks of fruitless, wasted effort.
,.

~ · ~ !!!:!!, snap ciecisions.

It is well to answer

no questions until the entire examination is completed.

One

cannot erase early impressions given the patient; if erroneous
they will require laborious counter-suggestion in the face of
an ever-heightening threshold of receptivity.

4. ~· ! !! squeamish. Patients are often far lees
reluctant than their physicians to discuss sexual, marital,
and family problems.

~. l?.2!' !

jucige.

Tact and patience are keys.
Physicians are scarcely qualified moral

·tribunals; we should not attempt to lead others down the avenue
of our own prejudices.

A human being, regarded in an unbiased,

scientific epirit, is an •experiment of nature, rather than a
person with good or bad ideas, good or bad morale 1 (1).

6.

Don'!.!!.~ m.yetic.

It is unwise to mystify the patient

with unusual terms, unexplained procedures.

DaYiaon

!! .!! (14)

eYen read prescriptione to their patients, pointing out indica-

tions and probable effects.

Above all, don't· commit the most

opprobrioua sin of all by saying,

1 There

is nothing wrong with

you--but here is a prescription.•

7• !2!!'1 argue.

Argument, •reasoning,• pereuaeion, and

even advice are seldom ueetul in fostering ineight

(!!!!.

intra,

'1• 5'-~).Inatead, search openl7 for the cause of resistance.

One •argues• emotionally tor prejudices, beliete--not tacts.
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8.

~'1

coddle.

Independent insight is one aim of

therapy (.I!!!, infra, pP. ,0-'2)• Sympathy, head-patting nurture

only a parasitic dependence of patient on physician;

it may

temporarily prolong the physician's income but hardly helps
the patient.

9.

Don•!

human beings.

E.!!z ~·

Patient and doctor alike are mere

The physician is superior professionally by

accident of apecialized training, but the advantage does not
necesaarily ext,end beyond his own field.

He must scrupulously

avoid pompousness, obsequiousness, and condescension lest he
eet· up additional barriers to treatment.

10.

~'!!!.!!patient!'!!.'.! improving.

find out for himself.

If true, he will

Patients rightly resent such allegations

unless first convinced of their truth.
~

£!

Psychotherapy

One hears it said that certain physicians have a •way•
with patients, that these are the ones best qualified to
manage psychogenic disorders.

Ob~ervation suggests that the

popularity (i.e., •patient-appeal•) of a man in practice bears
little relation to hie academic or technical assets.

It is

probable, however, that the adaptation of paychologic principles

to therapeutics will ,lift

from these particularly gifted

clinicians the aura of mysticism.

In fact, it appears that

the therapeutic influence exerted by these personalities is

not necessarily curative although temporarily beneficial.

The mechani• is that of SUU••tion (!!!!, intra pp. 49-52),
and bec8l18e it ia directed at symptoms instead ot causes,

the benefit is usually short-liYed -.or dependent upon continued influence.

The application in faith-healing, oste-

opathy, chiropracty and allied practices ie obvious.
Succesetul psychotherapy, however, is a proceaure capable of being learned and perfected by practice, founded upon

perfectly legitimate and objective paychologic tenets which
we shall endeavor to outline.

Al though otten palliative and .

aympt,oaatic, it is fundamentally curative, attacking the
roots of personality cliaordera which· only secondarily nourish
the neurotic
1 The

sympt.cla.a.

:mainspring of modern psychotherapy,• wri~ee Schilder

(42, P• 15,), 1 lies in the desire to help the

patient to a

better eaotional and intellectual adapt,ation on th• basis of
illaight.•

In support of this contention, the same author

declares (42, P• 20)s

The modern approach to-psychotherapeutic
probl•• atreeaea tne neoeed\f of gaining insight
into the patient• s per·sonaU.\y· and conflicts. In
thie reapect, Janet, Freud, J\ltlg, and Adler are
ot the aam.e opinion. There fa the underl7ing conYiction that suffering due- to psychic reaaone ie - ,
clepend.ent on ooni-licts which the individual is not
only unable to aolYe, but is not ewn aware of.
The peJ'chotlt•rapeut.ic proceH therefore JllU.et reveal
the personality and the conflicts 8'{only to the
pbyeician but aleo to the patient himself.
Diacueeing ineight as an aim in psychotherapy, Cleckley

(7) points out tlaat prejudice is a formidable block to

ineightJ witness religion, for example.

Logic is clearly

powerless to demolish such a barrier.

To illustrate the

mechanism ot blocks to insight, the author uses the example

of a miaer who tails to see the fallacies in hie scale of
values because of1
(1) necessity to admit waated, misdirected effort;
(2) loee ot tac• entailed in admitting one hae been
wrong in the past;
c,> necessity ot change of habits;
(4) ordinary pleasures having lost their appeal tos
(5) pleasure ot eelt-denial and aelt-puniehment.

Loea of insight, Cleckley concludes, like euthanasia is protective--commendable when the situation is irreparable, but
tragic when it blinds one to the solution.

Regaining insight,

ia painful, but so is lancing a boil or realigning a comminuted fract,ure.

Once insight is achieYed it ie necessary to crystallise
ite benefits by practical application.

In comparatiYelyaild

clieordere, of course, the aere attairlllent of insight ·aay be
sufficient ~o correct apontan•oual1 the disoriented behavior.
Other aehavioral patterns are developed and fixed by lite-long
reeponaee to external stress plua inherent constitutional·
1

'l'heee general patterns ot behavior,• Krain••

atteata!(27, PP•

172-7,), 1 onoe established continue to per-

deterainante.

petuate theuelyee;-and nen when the original irritations
and forces have long ceaeed to be dieturbing to the adult
person, the habit factor will keep these general reaction
patterns in action.•

It ie essential, therefore, that old attitudes be replaced by others which fit the newly acquired insight, and
that the new response patterns be exercised until they become
as automatic as were the pathogenic responses.

Ideologies

and goals may require examination and evaluation, and attitudes sought compatible with both ideals and reality.
Energy

may

require redirection consistent with maximum

etficieaey and econoJD¥ of effort and appropriate to the

formulated goals.

In harmony with Pavlot.f 1 s theory, the

entire process represents a reconditioning ot responses t,o
old etimuli--but to etiauli which exist in the present
reality and not in a smoldering residuum of immaturity.
•it might 'be aaid, 1 Ackerly writes (1),

1

that treat.aent

starts when the doctor stops talking and the patient begins,
and that treatment tlouriahee when talk finally gives way
to thought, and ends when thought and insight break into
action.•

The aims of ps7chotherapy, then, are :fundamentally two:
I. Deyelopnent of insight, and
II. Retraining attitudes.

Toole*!( Psychotherapy
:..
*Thie term applied in psychotherapy by Schilder (42, Oh. nII}

''
A. Dietributive analysis

'1.'be analyaia of personality background and function eeek•
t,o

etteot the first aim of psychotherapy, viz., insight.

It

ia pe·rformed with this end in view, al though secondarily
t.he~,.laily•1• serves to acquaint the physician with the basic

probl• and thereby to suggest :means of effective management.
Major attitudes and reaction patterns are determined and

openly scrutinized in their relation to the dominant goals.

'l'hoae· attitudes found to be undesirable for preeumably nonaal
personality function are examined to determine their cauaea;
i.e., to aake their ·cauaea known

~

lb!. patient.

In oonaidering pereonali'ty analysis one thinks first of
the claaeical Freudian paychoanalyeia.

But while the Fr9\lclian

aethocl ha• its inherent a4Yan'tagea, the tact that 1pecial
instruction is ueually prerequisite and that a maximum oft.en

or fitteen pat.ient,a can be handled in a year clearly places

it beyond the scope of the general practitioner •
.Distributive analyeia and ayn.tbeeia were originally
outlined by Adol:t·lleyer.

P• 111) ae

1 t.he

ftet,·ue;tleaerib•tl by Diethela (15,

aoet natural approach to the correction ot

peraonality ditticultiee on a psycho biologic baeis... The

analyai• ia dietribuwd by the physician along the various
lines which are indioa'ted by the patient's coaplaint• and
ayaptou, 'by the probl•• which the physician hiaaelt can

recognise, by the patient'• iaaginationa concerning th• present
and the past a• well a• '1 actual situations, attitude to

the future and outstanding features of his personality.•
Distributive analyaia should not be carried out dogaatically in a preconceived. pattern.

It must be adapted

individually to the aeeda and capcit.y of the patient.

It

is for this reason that we shall be admittedly vague in this
discussion as to the specific use of given procedures.

Use

of a particular tool lll\l&t be appropriatct to the problem. at
hand; therefore, th• ayailable tools will be enumerated with
only general comments as to their application, and final
eerle.c:~\ion left to the therapist,
1. Int.enaiTe anamneaia.

An

attempt is made to trace the

eigniticant developmental history from a psychobiologic point
of view.

The "lite chart• devised by Adolf Meyer (4, P• 6o;

,5, P• "9) is convenient tor this purpose, enabling one to
plot disturbances graphically in their respective integration
leyele.

Schilder in group therapy instructs the patient to

write a detailed biograph:, (tl!!_ intra, p. 62).

Gallinek {20) etatee that in a large majority of ca.sea
the intenaiYe anamnesia is an essential part of treatment,

interrupted only by spontaneous aaeociations of the patient;
in others, the flow of narration quickly ceases and one must
resort to the association tests and other forms of analysis.
In any ease, an adequate psychobiologic history is in-

diepenaable for orientation and beginning analysis.

ing to Diethela (16),

1 8ituationalfactora

Accord-

receive attention,

but the :main effort is directed to the determination--and
understanding of dynamic factors and constitutional make-up.•
2. Direct discuesion.

One of the commonest of therapeutic

tools, its effectiveness is profoundly dependent upon th• personal, equation.

K.raines emphasizes that there is a technique

and art in interviewing patients which, pe,operly exercised,
may not only facilitate acquiring information but also get
material held back consciously or unconsciously

(27,

P•

1,7).

The prerequisites have been mentioned earlier (!!!!. supra,
pp. 24-29) •

Brietly, ·the ph7s i eian must maintain an everyday,

common-sense attitude which is logical, objective, and rela-

tiYel7 free of emotional eoler.

He ehould inject himself

into the d1ecuseion only enough to keep it directed conetruotively and to point out fallacious trends.

Affective blocks,

unusual reactions (weeping, anger, blushing), rationalization,
and other evidence, of stress are brought into the diacuaeion

tor desensitization and developaent of insight.
Schilder (42, pp. 104-07) suggests the following general
topicas

a. Social, econc,m.ic situation: ambitions, disappointments.
b. Relations with friends.
c. Relation with father, mother, siblings, f'em.ily
in general. Dependence.
d.. Sex, love.
•• Diaeaees; associated attitu&aa.
f. Attitudes toward one's children.
The eaae author has devised a series of questionnaires to guide

the ·~eician when coapelled by resietence to use direct and

apeoitic questions.

A study of these questionnaires (42, PP•

204-55) ie strongly urged, although, as Schilder points

out,,

queatione must be reformulated for the patient in words appropriate to hie attitwiee and degree of insight.

The examination ot ideology, basic goals, and social
adaptation ia properly an important part of direct discussion.
While the physician is in no position to judge the ethics
of hie patient's fundamental ambitions, he •Y, by virtue ot
hie objectivity, lead his patient to consider the appropriateneae (i.e., compatibility) and relative importance of hie

several goa.le, as well as hie
their achievement.

meane

and the possibility ot

Ideals which are irreconcilible •• reality

or plainly incapable of attainment tend to diasatietaction
and·aocaulation of·tension.

, • .Aaaociation.

This term applies to certain procedures

used to uncoyer repressed material inaccessible to aimpler
meana.

They haY• the disadvantages of requiring coneideralle

time and interpretation because ot 'the abundance of irreleyant
material introduced.

Nevertheless, resort to the method ia

valuable when barriers can not

be

penetrated by more direct

means.

(a) Free aasociation (of., 27, PP• 141-46; 42, pp. 11,-

18; 15, PP• 62-65) 1a the method suggested by Freud, to which
he t.urned trom hypnosis because of the fonner's greater tendency to foster insight.

Free aaeoeiation constitutes the

baaie of present day peychoanalyaie.

i.

.;

Ideally, the patient lies quietly upon a couch exposed
to a minimum of external stimuli, with the physician just
out of view.

'l'he patient is instructed to say whatever com.ea

to mind, without preliminary discretion; that even though
much will seem silly, even shameful, atill he must omit or
change nothing.
1 !toraal 1

thinking may be described ae consisting ot a

procession of word- or thought-images thro~ awareneee (con-

scioueneee), auJ.ded by a process of selective association
toward a certain goal.

In the presence of strong emotional

conflict (in or out of awareness)_ there is vacillation in
the.progress of associations between the two poles ot conflict
aa well as toward the illaediate goal of thought.

It, therefore,

one permits one's attention to wander freely (i.e., •tree
associates•) his associations will exhibit a trend which J1U1¥
be interpreted to denote a source ot conflict.
Manifestly, patients will of'ten experience great dittiC\llty in relating uncensored thoughts; eome must be frequently
reaasured and repeatedly asked,

1 What

are you thinking nowt•

Others will talk irreleTantly at great length, perhaps defensively, and m.uat be directed and limited by provocative atiauli--the term 1 free 1 association being only relative and not
neceeaarily meaning

1 undirected. 1

Mueh is dependent upon the alacrity with which the
phyeician det,ects the often vague hints denoting emotional
trends, and upon his discrimination in limiting or guiding

aeeociat,1on.
(b)

!2£!

aeaociation tests (42, P• 188; 27, P• 152) were

devised by Jung.

The7 represent an interesting but cwnber-

acne method ot •·•termining aasociational block• or incongruous associations, by the use of fitty to one hundred etimulu•
words.

Reaction time, association word, and reproduction

word are noted tor each stimulus; causes of delay and incongruity are then eought and diecuaeed with the patient.

Thua,

it he responds 1 devil 1 to the stimulus word 1 wife,• or can
not think of a word on hearing the wor~ •poverty,• he providee t.h.e physician with clues.

A liet of words and explana-

tion of the test are furnished by Muncie(,~, pp. 59-61) and

.Diet.helm (15, PP• 104-109)•
lord association teats are not currently popular, because of their difficulty of application and interpretation.

rree association would eeem. more reliable and convenient,
according to the authors cited (42, 27,
( c)

1!!. .!ln,

(Roreehach' e) l!.!1•

12!.•

.ill_.)

This is an association

test with image-stimuli provided by variously shaped

blot,• {15, p.109).

1 1fllt

It is open to the same dieadTantages and

difficulty of interpretation as word association teeta.

4. Interpretation !!. dreaae, da.ydreaa.e,_!!!!!. everyday

.!!!!. •1•talt••·(42,

pp. 122-,5; 27, PP• 146-,1). These are

evidence ot 1 eubeoneeioul (i.e., outside awa~ene-as) activity
which on occasion escapee suppression and aropt''into conaoioueneae.

Their interpretation is aometimea useful when

apparent and capable ot comprehension by the patient, but is
subject to the unreliability and other disadvantages ot
restricted association.
Schilder's opinion regarding dream interpretation is ot
intereet:(42, PP• 1,2-'4)1

Although Freud interpreted dreams

as symbols of wish-fulfillment they are not true symbols,
being disguised t,o pass the •censor• and reproaenting composites of at, least several factorss

a. Present situation (social, sexual eleaent•)
b. Infantile situation
c. Concepts of body, body-image (sexual material,
especially)
d. Relation to paat, future.
'Interpreting dreaas ••• haa to be subordinated to the total
aituat~on.

It has a Talue only when it sooner or later

increases the insight of the patient into hie present and
paat ai tuation. •
!S. Play technique (42, PP• 118-120; 47) is an alter-

native means of eliciting associations when verbalization
ia inadequate; e.g., in analyzing children of leas than

nine or ten years ot age.

Free association, on the other

hand, ia COIIIJllunicated in words.

To obviate the necessity

of verbalization, play-situations may be constructed and
the patient's aesociations interred from hie response.
Dolls.and toys are aoet effective for children over
fiye years of age.

'l'he child should have a choice of toy•

or objects, but not too great a variety.

Toys should not

move ot their own accord but should permit of manipulation

b;y the patient; their selection, use, and any spontaneous
remarks ottered during play

may

help to suggest conflicts.

Solomon (47) states that an insecure home setting
leads the child to teel that his parents do not love him.
A feeling of grave danger ensues, accompanied by fear and
subsequently by anxiety (chronic fear).

If flight b

not

possible, the child has the alternative of 1 fight,• as
expressed overtly in an antagonism toward soae object (toy,
doll) which temporarily represents the cause of his diaaatiefaction.

The use of dolls or toys encourages (a)

objectivity, and (b) release of emotions (vide ~ ,

,.,.60).
Schilder (loc. cit.) describes the use of specific
situations to elicit sexual conflicte;

nude dolls with

sex characters adaed with clay (Bender, Wechsler, Schilder);
dolls with removable parts, representing the mother nursing
a child who 11 said to be a sibling of' the patient's to
deternd.. ne jealousy (David Levy)·.
Associational responses to pictures, puppet shows,
and plays when poasible may offer heiptul material as well
as inducing emotional release.
Opinions, stories, and discussion elicited from the

child are useful blil1':1not otten obtainable by a strange
p:b¥aician; interpretation is usually difficult.

6. Hypnotic amuane,ta; hypnotic catharsis.

The appli-

cation of hypnosis to analysis lies primarily in its use
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to release traumatic material which has been

1 protect1vely

forgotten,• as in amnesias and other forms ot repression,
wh*n resistant to more direct means of analysis.

Lorand relates (28) that 'Freud was the first investigator to call attention to the true nature of hypnosis which
he stated.

1

1a to be found in the unconscious fixation of the

libido on the person of the hypnotist.••
Diet.helm (15, p.

49),

1

According to

In hypnosis the patient's attention 1•

drawn to the physician's procedure and drawn away from the
stimuli of the surroundings and from stimuli arising within
himself.

Therefore his field of conaciousneas becomes grad-

ually narrower, and in a certain stage there does not exist
an,tbing else for him but the hypnotizing physician.•
Techniques of induction are described by many writer•

(e.g., 27, PP• 221-,,J 42, PP• 147-50; 15, PP• 51-54); only
a general outline is necessary here.

Ideally, the patient

reclines comfortably in a quiet roa with subdued lighting.
He is directed to relax completely and to permit impressions

to float- in and out of consciousness without fastening hia
attention on &n1'•

Some object (key, coin, light) ie held

near hie eyes and eye fatigue is suggested along with gradual
drooping of eyelid.a, agreeable warmth and numbness of limbs,
drowsiness, onset ot sleep, inability to move extremities,

and eo on, monotonously repeated.
The majority of p a t i e n t s ~ are capable of
being hypnotized, probabq all who accord at least minimal
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cooperation and especially if previously iapressed by the
ph7eician 1 e reputation and ability.

Barbiturat,es or other

hypnotic drugs are ocoaaionally 4eairable to facilitatci the

initial induction.

After the ti.rat induction, subsequent

hypnoeia is usually accomplished *1th ease even under distracting circumet.ancea; subjects may be conditioned. to certain
apecitic •tiauli for later induction bef'ore being awakened.
Once h7pnoat·• ia induced, t.he patient ie instructed to
recall or enact epia.tdee, problems, etc., associated with
certain crucial periods prior to the onset of the present
illneaa.

Information gained through hypnosis, however, should

be accepted with certain reservation~.

Freud discorded hyp-

nosis, turning to free aeaociation in psy-choanalyeis uaore

reliable.

'l'here is an ever-present danger of feigned respon•••

to the physician's inadvertently expressed wishes, the patient
tmder hypnosis being guided. almost exclusively by a desire to
please the hypnot.iet (42, P• 112).

Th• value of traumatic material obtained under hypnoai•
is proportional to ite ability to promote insight.

While

poet-hypnotic amnesia ia seldom complete unless so directed,
it ie often difficult to induce the patient in a waking state
t,o accept, hie previous utteranoea as significant.

The trends

obtained by tree association, on the othe·r hand, are more
eae'ily d•onetrated to the patient.

Schilder conclude& (42, p. 112) that the therapeutic

r••~lta ot hypnotic catharsis (release of forgotten material

under hypnoeie) are in the long run uneatistactory (.2!• intra,
P• 52), accorcUng to Breuer' e, Freud• e, and hie own cases,
•although the theoretical basis ot the procedure ia aound. 1
Diethelll aQ"eea when he d.eclares ( 15, p. 58), 'Hypnotic clearing up of hyswrioal amnesia has been abandoned. for the more
d.irect, psychotherapeutic approaches because they otter the
patient an underetanding of the working factors •••• · Phyei-

oiana who still retain cathartic meth.od:e coabine them now with
analyaia in the hypnoaie.

To thie they may eyen add. the

met.hod ot tree association under hypnotic infl~en,oe ••••

Thia

aodern oathartic-analytic procedure may be desirable in

.patients who are unable to discu•• their prohl•• and where

a waking analysis can proeeed·only very alowJ.y. 1

By

4iartributiYe analraia; then, we have guided the

patient •through an analyeis of hie conative and cognitive
attributes and functional characterietice, hie affective and
hie diffusely automatic regulative functions, the range and
fbto'\ation of hia fitneaa and efficient-econom.ica.l pertoraance, the taailial and social influences and factors that

have made up hie environm.ent. and his eex development and
functioning a• manifested in the various situations and. under
tJie aan1tol4 circumstances of everyda, lite• (Billinge--

4, P• 2~).

V

le are n01J prepared to consider the use ot material and
ineight gained b7 distributive analysis, to personality·
synthesis.

The distinction, ot course, between analysis and

synthesis is an academic one for purposes of convenience, not

becauae the two com.prise separate stage• in therapy.

Actually,

the inaight acquired in analysis is, at the aame time, a

potent factor in re-shaping at.titu<lee and developing personality integration.

It ie neceeeary that th• interde·pend.ence

of the two approaches be remembered; maniteetly, there is
little reaeon to probe extensively into aourcea of attect
which are related to the total problem only ineideniia.J,ly·-, •···or
which cannot be con1tructiTely utilized in t,herap7.

Aa

Danie le warna ( 12) ,

In paychoa011atle medicine, as in surgery, there
are certain walled-off diseases that should be opened
up onl7, if' at all, under the moat acnrpuloue· application ot technique. • • The physician mq unwittingly, because of a desire to be sympathetic,
the whole neuroeisplopped into hialap· without knowing what to do with it. The result u1 be
a hopeleee emotional tangle. • • One ctoea no1; cure

ha••

canoer by sticking a knife into the center of the
diaeaeed proceea.

a.

Syn'Vleaia.
Peraonality eyntheeie represent•. the· plastic repair which

ia obligatory when once personality dissection by analysis 1•

undertaken.

Syntheeb seeks to tulfill the second aim of

pa7ohotherapy, viz., retraining attitudes.

If aohieveaent

of the firat aim (i.e., developing insight) faile of ita

•
own
accord to reorientt.he individu•l in a practical way, the

physician aay turn to a<ldi tional pa7,ehotherapeutic tools tor
the fulfillment of the second aim.
1

In many instances,• Kraines writes (27, P• 185), 1 the

moat iaportant element in eucceasetul therapy is to have the
patient willing to change.

The very attitude of setting up

aa a goal a new type of at'b1tude is in itself corrective.
Learning, in general, is the result of practice directed
toward a certain goal.

As long as,the goal is there, the

number of failures is in itaelt unimportant.

'!'here are bound

to be failures in adopting a new atti1;ucle, particularly in
th• beginning.•

Throughout all the methocls to effect ayntb.eaia, nm
three objectivee:

and (c) adaptation.

(a) deeanaitization, (b) reconstruction,

Old sources of personality conflict are

rendered avirulent bJ a process of desensitization, thereby
releasing hanaleHly their suppreesed affective charge.

Re-

construction of attitudes, ideal•, and goals is essentially
a process of education or re-education and objective selection.
Adaptation is the final test of all that hae gone before,
wherein the new princJplee are put into practice 1111til their
uee becOlllee

as automatic as was that of their inefficient or

pathogenic pre4eceeeor,.
1. Diecueeien.

Thie is a. tool which was included under

distributive analysis, but ao indiepensible is it to sznthesie

it is repeat.ed. here for •phaeie. By mean, of discussion the
material frca analysis can usually be reformulated so as to
ettect reorientation ot the patient'• dcainant tendencies.
While the physician must guide the discuaaion along
uaetul and product.1 ve charme le, he should be careful to r•ain

at least ostensibly in the background.

Fundamentally, it ia

the patient. who must take the responsibility of the diecueeion,
who must ultillately arrive at hie own conolueion•, before
they will haTe both an ••tional and an intellectual hold

upon hill..
Rapport between phJ'eicia.n and patient

to aucc,eastul therapeutic diecueeion.
aboye (p. 28) te

eugg•,t tha't

1a pre·reciuieit•

Ackerly (1) ••• quoted

the human being ie beet regardecl

ae an • experiment of n,ture rather than a person wi t,h good or

bad 1cleae, good or bad aorale. 11

He also recCJa1enda that the

phyaician insure rapport by saying to the patient• •1 reapeet.
your ujuataent.

You are not satisfied·, aince JIPU are here;

but 7ou too au.at respect it as an adjuetaent uje under the

particular oirowaataneee ••• •

And since the patient ia not

t.o be expectecl to give up nie original adjustaent until a

better, alternatiYe ii founcl, Ackerly adda:
1

I have no: intention of forcing another
here to help
to exaaine all ~he poeeibilitiee and see what
might beat fulfill your needs.•

method of life ~pon you, 'but I. am

That the Yalue

Of

an adju.atment ie not aeaeu.rable in

t.enae of 1 ta source,· ie pointed out by Schilder ( 42, p. 14, )a

Interpretation generally cannot mean devaluation. The value of the things cannot be decided
upon paychogenetic principles but is dependent
upon one's final relation to the reality and to
the world.
If psychoanalysis shows the importance of
pregenital and genital sexuality in child and adult,
and has traced it into manifestations which do not
seem sexual, it should be aware that the value of
cultural and. social phenomena does not depend upon
the value we give to the infantile drive which it
•eublimated. 1 If cleanliness and hygiene are sublimations of anal tendencies, their value is etill
greater than the value of the pleasurable actions
ot the chi lei with i te fece a , since the primitive
experience is now in the service of an adaptation
to reality.

In an attitude of unbiasecl realism, then, the patient
should be led. via diacussion to examine his basic ideals
ud goals, then his adjustments to them..

If inaight·]ias

been adequately developed, he can perceive for himself the
need and aeane of readjustment.

The physician, in the

bacqround, attorda a etimulu1, a souree of reaaaurance,
and a check to insure conatructive readjustments compatible
with efficiency and reality.

Since much of the discuuion hinges up,on re-education,

it is often possible to reeort to acceesory tool• tor aid.

References to books, paaphlets, educational lectures or other
aources :may be helpful, and relieve some of the burdens~ of,~

the physician.

Ultimate personal responsibility for all con-

clueione, however, must rest squarely upon the patientJ hie
acceptance of printed authority mu.et not -allow him to shift
the onus of choice and thus to escape exercise of independe_nt

action.

Oertain patients derive considerable benefit from

the many books writAen on the order of • lake up and Live,•
'Outwitting your Ne"es,• ~d the like.

Of particular merit

are the pamphlets (privately printed.) distributed to aanitorium patients at the Austen Rigg• Foundation, •to euppleaent personal conterencee, 1 and entitled

('7; 8, PP• 161~2~)1

I. The individual (elementary mental mechan·ica)
II. Sensation and •otion ( sensory symptom.a)

III. The problem of adaptation (maladaptation)
IV. The technique of adaptation·(etficiency)
V. Rest
A study of these pamphlets by the physician aa they are·reproduced in Coon and Raymond 1 e review (8, PP• 161-264) would be

of illmeaew-able value in facilitating hie psychotherapeutic
diacuaeiona.

They are admirably w~itten (originally by Auaten

rox Rigg•) to develop th• ·pationtJ e insight into ps7choge·n10
illness and ite treatment.
Prcaa practical point of vin, the time factor in psy-

chotherapeutic cUeouaaion po••• a eerious ailemaa·.

Extended

interyi..• are not ueually econcmioally or othenriee teaeibl•,
Jet adequate therapy demand• that the patient does not feel

he ie ruehed or that hie doctor is inaccessible.

During

active therapy, conferences require at leaat a halt-hour,
once or twice weekly •.

It is helpful if both partiea adhere

to atrict punctuality in·IJeginning and terminating interYiewa,
and it interval-a.between appointments be leqt.hened rapidly

ae progreae·i• made until finally the patient reports only

when confronted by a problem he can not handle.

By summar-

izing the progress accomplished at the end ot each conterenoe,
one may emphasize the necessity for constructive results from
each meeting.

Occasionally, it is wise to terminate a given

interTiew early if serious reeietence bars ueeful diecuesionJ
th• circumstance should be pointed out openly without censure,

explaining that additional time will permit readjustment.
With the development newer psychotherapeutic techniques,
1t is to be hoped that the physician may soon be able to
delegai• :many of the time-consuming re-educational procedures

to competent auxiliary- agencies. ixperiments in group psychotherapy(~ infra, PP• 60-62) constitute a promising step
in this direction.
Some ot the other factors related to use of this rather

all-inclusive tool of discussion have been dealt with earlier
in this paper.

It is, paradoxically, the most useful and yet

the most elusive (at lea.et from an academic point of view)
method available to paychotherapy, but constitutes the vehicle
or point ot departure for all other devices.
2.

8':Yil,eetion (27, PP• 219-27; 42, PP• 150-5,; 15, PP•

44-48) ia a method of influence utilized consciously or unconsciously by virtually every human being who deals with others
of hie kind.

As a

form. ot therapy 1 t is utilized alike by

Chrietian Science practitioner, osteopath, priest, taithhealer, and physician.

A concensus of opinions of the authors cited implies
that suggestion is essentially the influence •x•rted by certain
eymbols which in turn are accepted on faith.

The symbols may

be authority, offensive medicine, impressive rit.ual, or com-

plicated-looking gadgets.

The suggestion may be direct, such

ae telling the patient that he will be cured; or implied,

such aa an optimistic attitude on the part of one's nurse,
or the sudden summoning of one's distant relatives to the
bedside.

The capacity for misuse is as obvious as it is limitless.
If the physician would escape the stigma of quackery he 1111st

constantly evaluate the value of his suggestion 1 in proportion to its effect on general reorientation and change in
attitude• of hie patient, "rather than in terms of symptom
disappearance• (27, p.

22,). He risks, ot course, the danger

that a lees scrupulous man across the street may effect a
highly publicized and m.iraculous cure with ovarian tablets

or a course of colonic flushes.

He may see his osteopathic

ccapetitor fatten and flourish while he waits for the inevitable
train of other symptoms to induce hie patient to return to t1'8
fold for more basic therapy.

Nevertheleee, the fact that a

man ohoosee profeesional medicine implies that he has a certain

•o4icum of respect for scientific, objective tact--quite apart

tram its financial merit.
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But this by no means im.plies that most of ua in medicine

can not legitimately profit from a working knowledge ot suggestion as it operates in everyday practice, but only that the
use of suggestion should be rational and generally in accord
with facts.

It ie, after all, symptomatic therapy--a crutcll

which, without constant reinforcement, will surely collapse
and leave the patient wit,hout support.
Judicious use of suggestion ie entirely justifiable,
however, as adjuvant therapy to reinforce curative aeaeuree,
just as all symptomatic therapy ie important in.treatment of

acute dieeaae processes.

In fact, if we are to

1 beat

th•

cultists at their own game,• as Bennett demands (2), we must
take care to insure at least favorable suggestion from attitudes of personnel, use of necessary technical·procedw-es,
and other sources of oft-neglected influence.

Certainly the

implied. suggestion which 1e inevitably present should be at

least an asset to treatment.

According to Kraines (27, p. 222), constructive suggesti>n
produces its effects,
(a) by increasing the patient'• confidence that
his illness can be cured or adequately dealt
with, and increased confidence is associated

with increased. ability to carry out the physician's treatment;
(b) by directing hie thoughts and attention
towards pleasant possibilities and away from
unpleasant ones;
(c) by reorienting his psychobiologic attitude
so that the decrease in emo~ional tone is
associated with decreases in smooth muscle
spasm, decrease in hypereecretion, etc., and
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(d) by raiaing the threshold of pa.in and cliacCllltort (probably DJ diversion of attention) ao
that he ia better able to withstand hie ewn
eympt•••

Suggestion, then, ma, constitute a valuable tool, proTided the uaer remembers that it ia only a temporary aid and

not the ••••nee of therapy.
,.

Therapeutic hypnoeie ia a method to which one -'UY

resort for euggestiTe therapy when auggeation by aore direct
aeane 1• inet.fective.

Schilder

(42, PP• 14~) Yi•w• hyp-

notic suggestion with coneiderably more favor than he does
hypnotic catharsis

(I!!!

42-4,),

8\lpra, pp.

although recog-

nising it neYerthelese •• eyaptomatio }therapy.

Bypnoaia is induced aa described above(!!!! p:.:\.i),

--

'but inatead of eliciting informat'ion the physician
eiaple therapeutic suggestions.
hysterical anesthesia he m.q say t

aaJc••

'?o the patient with an
·1 The arm

which I aa

touching feels warm and agreeable; feeling has returned.
When you•ak•, you will be able to use your arm perfe·otly
and all feeling will haYe returned.•
ineomniat

1 1hen

To the patient with

you go to bed this nening, you will feel

fatigued and completely relaxed. Your nenouaneae will
give way to calm, and you will go proaptly into restful
sleep until till• to ari•••

••• •

Thie will happen

•••ry night

(Abstracted trcm 27, PP• 221-,,; 42, PP• 146-50; 28.)
Lorancl'a

remarks (28) well summarize the uee of hyp-

noeie in therapys

/'

We must not forget that in hypnosis we are
•smuggling" into the patient's mind ideas and
desires for action by employing hie belief in our
power to cure him. But this condition cannot last
forever. If he has not acquired insight into the
difficulties and the structure of his personality
which perm.it such symptoms to arise, he will not
have the strength to combat them •••
The golden mean in this form of therapy would
be ••• to follow hypnotic suggestions which have improved the symptoms, by modified analytic approach
to make him understand the origin and basis of the
symptoms; how they are linked up with life experiences, especially fixations and childhood pattern
formation and emotional inhibitions. During the
treatment we have to pave the way for a gradual
dissolution of the emotional tie.

4. Advice, persuasion, appeal .!:2, 1 !!11 power• (42, pp.

107-09). These devices are mentioned only to be condemned.
Dubois (17) worked out a method of persuasion, seeking to
explain rationally to the patient the source of his symptoms,

•

and then appealing to him as an intelligent human being to
convince himself of their unreality.

Psychotherapy, of

couree, seeks to show the facts to the patient, but it does

not ideally exhort him to mend hie ways.

The desire must

stem from the patient himself.
Failures in applying the newly acquired insight and attitudes t.o actual situational problems are inevitable. Hence,
if the physician relies upon his authority to "appeal• to
the patient's reason, will power, or what not, he thereby
plants the seed of feelings of guilt in the patient to
flourish when errors do occur.

The patient who has betn

categorically advised to do thus and so will be reluctant to
admit failures.

The frankness of his relationship with the

physician is impaired; new barriers arise to thwart rapport.

Furthermore, when the physician undertakes to advise,
he makes the patient's decisions for him.--a procedure which,
ae we have said, is undesirable even if not always unavoidable.

Not only does the physician foster the patient's de-

pendence upon him; he also accepts a rather considerable
responsibility, as for example when he recommends marriage
or divorce.

There is a real danger of overrating one's own

capacity to advise in matters whose ultimate significance
can scarcely be foreseen.

It is far safer and more effective

to guide the patient to a realization of the facts involved,
their relative importance, and the possible alternatives of
action.

The patient can then draw his own conclusions,

while the doctor remains neutral and not directly associated

with the success or failure of the particular venture.

5. Relaxation-concentration. Schilder (42, P• 15,)
declares that in his opinion Jacobson's .method of therapeutic
•progressive relaxation• is •merely a suggestive method.•
Tension as a symptom of neurosis is only too frequently
apparent as a non-organic cause of such disorders as spastic
colitis, paroxysmal tachycardia, peptic uloer, and the like.
Kraines sees these patients as perfectionists, suffering
from unreleased energy (tension) with strict patterns of
social and ethical standards (27, P• 245).

"Their supply of

energy exceeds the amount required •••hence meticulous attention

1• given

t,o

detail.

The pattern is a vicious circle:

the

mor4! demands t.he7 make on themselves, the more energy they
generate, and the more there is a demand to express the energy

••• I
Training such patients ~o relax is less a matter of
relaxing muscles (Jacobson), than it is of relaxing mental
at.Utudes.

Several methods to achieve this end are suggested

b7 Krainee (27, PP• 244-55):

Reduce the num.ber of unf\U,-

tillable desires, and by light hypnosis suggest relaxed
attitudes--both to reduce energy mobilization.

To handle

the exoeas energy mobilized, one may encourage vocalization
of emotions (where inhibition is excessively strict),
I

aocialize.tion, and sublimation in recreation, physical activity, constructive work, and hobbies.

6. Change!! environment. Recommendations of this sort
are generally to be avoided by the physician.

We have men-

tioned the hazards involved in advising changes; the ultimate
effects of such changes from either a personal or therapeutic

point of view can scarcely be anticipated.

It is unwise tor

the physician to associate hia reputation (ae far as the patient
is concerned) with the aucceaa or failure of any proposed

venture, oyer whieh, aft.er all, the physician haa no control.
When a change of marital, occupational, social, or geographic

ate.tu•

ee••

desirable, it is beet to induce· the patient to

coneider the facts and alternatives hilaself, and then to :make
his own decision ( 42, P• 154).

7•

Activity is the fina.l tool to which we turn when

insight and new attitudes have been effectively developed,
at leaet in theory.

With exercise the patient practices ap-

plication of his newly acquired modes ot response with a view

to more efficient living.

It is, after all, difficult to

attack practical problems with academic procedures, and sooner
or later the principles must be tested by expression in action.
The new insight and attitudes are of value in direot pro-

portion to the degree to which the7 influence habitual reaponaee

to ordinary stiauli.

In accordance with Pavlot:f1 e theory of

conditioned reflexes, the new responses must be repeatedly
conditioned to the old etiauli until they become ae automatic
as were their undesirable predecessors.

Only by sustained

practice will the new modes of response completel7 displace
the pathologic responses.
Aa Schilder declares,

1

It is to the credit of psycho-

analyaie to have shown tJlat mere exercise does not lead very
far unless it increases the ineight11 (42, p. 145).

For this

reason, insight and re-education should have progressed to
the point that the patient i8 capable of responding to the
old affect-laden stimuli on an objective, rational, and independ.ent level, before he is encouraged to apply 1.he new
principles.
Oare must be taken to pave the wq for handling the
ineYitable failures.

The physician

should by all means en-

courage acceptance ot responsibility on the part of the

patient for dealing with actual problems, but he can not
demand successful adjustment.

Leet the patient's sense ot

guilt impair rapport, both he and the phfaician shou~d attempt
to ana.l7ze dispaeaionately the significance of both eucceasea
and failuree--without elation or recrimination, but solely to

profit thereby.
If, then, a patient has an anxiety neurosis he is ordered
to walk a block, then two blocks.

As confid.ence increases, he

ie instructed to attend church, go to a luncheon.

While we

can demand action (always within the present capacity of the
patient), Schilder points out ( 42, IP• 145-46), we can not
demand that the patient exe·rt

becane frightened.

!!.ll.

power or that he does' not

And, for that matter, unless one maintains

the patient•• confidence, he can not demand anything.

The

use of activity, therefore, ae a therapeutic tool carriee
with it two cautions,

(i.) require of the patient only things

which are within his power to control; and (b) imply no moral
stigma to failure.

le have sought to outline a variety of deYices available

to psychotherapy. Their most effective use, obviouely, lies
not only in technique but also in the proper selection of
procedures to fit the particular problem at hand, as emphasized.
by Schilder

(42, p. 158)•

One sees that modern psychotherapy has a
great n\llllber ot technical tools at hand. But
one should not forget that no technical tool is of
any use unless one knows what to uee it for. If
one does psychotherapy, one needs more than technical tools. The man who does psychotherapy must
have a plan and a system of coordinates with which
he brings the experiences of himself and of hie
patients into relation.
PsychotherapY of Ohildren
le have thus far discueaed the application of peychotherapy without special regard to age groups, except to suggest that proeedures must•• inaividualized to fit the
GMl8,Cit7 and attitwiee ot the patient.

It is desirable,

therefore, to consider specifically wha~ factors obtain in
the treatment of child behavior probl••, which do not
necessarily apply g•nerally.
Personality (behavior) disorders of children are, ot
course, of relatively shorter d.uration, and their genesie
froa environ11ental influences can more often be demonstrated
than in like disorders seen in the adult.· But there are
handicaps in therapy to otf'eet the eaae of diagnosis, the
child's capacity for inaight is constitutionally leea than
that ot the adult; rapport

bet,ween

patient and pp:yaician ie

often exceedingly difficult to secure and maintain.

For-

tunately, the therapiat has two important advantages a he

1ee1 the disorder early while etill deYeloping and while
acute; also, he can aore easily influence the environmental
facto re oontronting a child.•

\./
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Pediatricians well recognize the importance of rapport
in dealing with children, quite irrespective of the procedure
being undertaken.

Apparently the initial approach and at-

titude of the physician in talking to the child (of more than
three years of age, at least) is all-important--am. eurpi::ieingly difficult to perfect.

Solomon writes

(47):

1 The

National Canm.ittee for Mental Hygiene• which furnished fellowships for the training of physicians in child psych.iatry, has
recognized that many men and women whose baokgrounde have
been eesentially in adult psychiatry require at least one
year before they learn how to talk to a child. 1

Despite the

difficulties of direct therapy, however, the alleviation of
pediatric behavioral disorders in their incipience can be
imBleaeurably gratifying to the practitioner who has therein
been instrumental in preventing a life of asocial or neurotic

maladjustment.
· Because a£ the importance of immediate situational
probl•a, the indirect approach
in pediatric psychotherapy.
/

ase\Jlllee

major significance

Kanner has pJ-eaded for a 'prac-

tical psychotherapy• (26);
uniquely adapted and readapted to a unique person
and a unique situation. It rests on the knowledge
of the relevant facts pertaining to the person and
situation and aims at the beet attainable composure
and smoothness of functioning ••••
Practical psychotherapy goes further than
limited attention to the complaint or 1 sympton."
It comprises work with the family and work with
the comm.unity on behalf of the child. Correction
of major or minor physical disorder may be needed,

not because of direct cause-and-effect connection
with the symptom but because a child is better off
with.out the elicited disturbance than with it. A
balance may have to be ,truck between a child's
capacities and his own or parental ambitions.
Following·a general outline provided by Solomon

(47),

we may 8UIIID.arize a •practical psychotherapy• for children
thus:

A. Inclireet· thera;py, concerned with unhealthy environmental attitudes, such as rejection Dy or
hostility of parent, who in turn may be quite
unconaciou• of their existence or ettecta
1. Chila guidance clinics.
2. Psychiatric social workers.
-'• Direct psychotherapeueie ot parent or other
118.lacljuated persona aaeociated. with patient.
4. Placement of children: foster homes, institutions.
B. Direct therapy. Play techniques(!!!! supra, PP•
,9-46) aay be substituted for discussion and association procedures when inadequate ••rbalization and ideology eo require •.
1. Dietributive analyaia tors
a. Mental catharsis. ·
b. Overt expresaion of hoetilities.
c. Diagnoaie.
2. Synthesis.
a. Alleviation of guilt by expression.
b. Expreasion of love fantaeiea.
c. Desensitization by repetition.
d. Incorporation of therapeutic suggeatione
in the direction of growth.
Group Psychotherapy
One other special application of psychotherapy should be

mentioned, perhaps not because of its preeent value to the
indiYidual physician but rather because it points the way toward
eventual eolution ot the problem of re-education in peychotb.erapy.

From our preceding discussion it is perfectly obvious
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that the greatest present obstacle to effective psychotherapy
generally is the economic and practical impossibility of
enough time being deYoted by the physician to treat each
patient individually.

The general practitioner rightly

protests against any attempt to make him responsible tor the
extended rt~eclucation of patients; he has, after all, other

demanae upon his ti.me.

And

yet an effective retraining pro-

gram is for many patients the sole hope of cure, anything
short of this being merely palliativ.e.
In an attempt to cope with the problem of retraining and
re-education, programs of group or 1 mass 11 psychotherapy have
been undertaken primarily in conjunction with larger outpatient departments ant eanitoria.
1 thought

Harris reports (2,) that

control groups" have been conducted by the medical

clinic ot Boston Dispensary, as well ae classes tor exercises
and

patients suffering from such chronic diseases· as tuber-

culosis, diabetes, and cardiac disease.

1 The

thought control

groups, started by Dr. Joseph H. Pratt in 19,0 ••• have demonstrated beyond question their intrinsic value to the large
outpatient clinic 1 (therapeutic results cited below (p.

69).

Schilder reports group therapy at Bellevue Hospital's
psychiatric outpatient department

(4'; 42, p,..200), but

ha• limited hie group• to six or seven patients at the most,
preferably to two or three patients in the group.

In England,

Snowden has shown that promieing results can be obtained in
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with Yery large groups of outpatients--tbe majority of whom
were anxiety neuroses ( 49).

Probably the most detailed outline

of gr01.1p sanit.orial management is represented by Coon and Raymond' e

!

.Review !!_

lh!.

peychoneuroees ,!1 Stockbridge ( 8).

A composite picture abstracted from the several authors

may help to describe the methodology of group therapys

A. Distributive analysis.

It is assuaed that all organic pathology has been evaluated
and is being properly de&l t with by the time psychot,herapy ia

instigated.

EYen for purposes of group therapy, anal7sis re-

mains easentially an individual problem.

The patient must be

•••n in personal conferences until he can be properly evaluated
and until sufficient insight is developed to induce him to
follow the prescription of group attendance.

Schilder

(42,

pp.U98--99) expedite-, anal7sia by obtaining a detailed written
autobiography, inetructinga
1 When you write down the history of your life, you
must not keep back anything. There :may be situations ·
and experienceewhich you would prefer not to write
about. Still you have to write them down. Do not
attempt to make a maeterpieee ••• do not polish it.
Contradictions and repetitions may finally help us
to an important insight.•

Be asks for particular emphasis on "firat memories,• rela-

tions with parents and siblings, emotional crises, ambitions,
ideals, work and school records, etc.

o01111Lent1,

1 1•

1

The patient,• he

often helped already by the necessity of letting

hi• whole life paaa before hie eyes.

However, almost &Jl1'

part, ot t.h• lite history will need an interpre'tation in the

course of the treatment.•

Elsewhere ( 4}) Schilder refers to

questionnaires by aeans of which specific material may be
elicited; e.g., questions as to emotional attitudes toward
father, relatives; castration; masturbation, coitus, breasts,
defecation, urination, disease, etc.

Such methods can not

entirely obviate the necessity for personal analytic conferences, however, to elaborate upon significant findings.·
B. Synthesis.

Ae soon as he has developed minimal insight, the patient
ie told ot group treatment program and the desirability of

its use in his own case, emphasizing his personal re-aponeibility tor efforts at rehab'ilitation and the advantagee·ot
availing himself of the opportunity to study with others
siailarly ill.

Attendance being a privilege and not oblig-

atory, he may attend as long as he derives benefit.

Should

individual problems arise, the physician still remains accessible for help.
Group meetinp are usually scheduled weekly at a time

determined by the convenience of the members.
informal but strict punctuality observed.

Seseions are

The following

program for meetings ie adapted froa the routine used by
Harris (47):
1. Assigned seat for each member, with an 1 honor
bench 1 at front for members who have achieved
outstanding progress in adj~stment.
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2. Roll call. Anonymously written reports by each
patient on wee~e progress or failures.
,. Brief introductory talk by leader.
4. Reading of selected anonymous reports.
5. Relaxation exercise(!!!,! supra, PP• 55-56).
6. Short talk on sane neurotic aspect.
7. Oral reports of adjusted members (honor bench),
recounting their original symptoms, etc.
Snowden (41) schedules a series, of eight leeturee, of which

the first three pertain to anxiety states; four to depression,
experience and phobias, mental conflict, and physical and mental

in\roepection; and finally a lecture devoted to application
of the principles discussed.

He recommends that each patient

be given an individual interview of two or three·minutes
after each lecture, while the patients talk among themselves
as t.hey await their t-urne.

Special and final interviews

are given with each series as required.
Such topics as included in pamphlets of the Austen Riggs
Foundation(!!!!, supra P• lf3; 8, PP• 179-264) are well suited
for lectures to develop knowledge of mental mechanics and
bases tor rehabilitation.

Harrie (2,) enumerates several principles which evidently
operate in group psychotherapy; they have been abstracted aa
followas

1. Losa of eelf-conaciouenees by:
a. Group association, demanding change from an
introvertive to an extrovertive attitude.
b. Desire for approval of leader, promoting
spirit of rivalry for maximum improvement.
c. Identification of patient with leader.
d. Realization that others have like problems.
e. Increase in sense of importance from promotion for faithful attendance and succeasful readjustment, to the honor bench.

f. Appeal to immature emotional side of patient•s nature.
g. Early establishment of a goal in life,
i.e., good emotional habits.
2. Sthenic suggestion to whole group by,
a. Reading progress slips.
b. Testimony of members who adjusted themselves to their problems.
o. Informal talk following relaxation when
receptivity is at a maximum.
,. letablishment of rapport with leader ey:
a. Roll call.
b. Enthusiasm of readjusted members for leader.
c. Occasional personal chats with leader following meeting.
4. Reinforcement of all factors operative, by:
a. Heightened suggestibility of group.
b. Removal of extraneous stimuli through relaxation.
c. Constant repetition of chief thought chosen
for the particular claee eession.
5. Friendly relations established among members
--of special value for those with limited social oppor't,Unities.
It may be thought that such procedures as •roll call 1 an4
1 honor

benches• are too juvenile to appeal to the average·

patient.

One should remember, however, that psychoneurosis

and other psychogenic disorders are the product of eaotional
or personality imma~it,y.

The seemingly juvenile devices

resorted t,o in group therapy have, according to Harrie and
others, a eurprisingly profound influence in sustaining
individual efforts toward improvement.

Much, of course,

depends upon the atmosphere in which sessions are conducted
and upon the attitude of the leader.
The leader may or may not be a physician.

In the projects

referred to, some lectures were delegated to laymen particularly
versed in the subject.a.

It is desirable, of course, that
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conferences and over-all supervision ot sessions be in the

hands of a physician in a position to correlate the entire
program.
It ie entirely poasible that the method ot group psychotherapy, now in its infancy, will prove to be not only a substitute for but an advance over the individual therapeutic

procedures for synthesis.

In a group, Schilder points out (4,),

patients come to realize with astonishment that the thoughts
which have seemed to isolate them are common to all members

ot the group; they are helped to underetand that the aggressive instincts and sQcial conduct are compatible.
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IV.

PROONOSIS

In probably no other field of medicine is it more
hazardoua to attempt to anticipate the results of therapy
than in the treatment of psychogenic disordere.

le have

mentioned that the very patients to whan. we most frequently
apply psychotherapy are the border-line variety who, ae Stern
point• out. (48) are much more difficult to treat than the
trank psychoneurotic or trhe frankly organically ill patients,

and who in consequence carry a graver prognosis. Marquardt
suggests

c,o)

that the course and prognosis of neuroses are

dependent upon the possibility of controlling environmental
factors, which he regards as their comon cause; he aleo

re1terat.ea t.hat disappearance of symptoms cannot be considered
, a cure ot ·the underlying cause.
Oe~ainly, one should never aet a date for the complete
cure of the patient.

Thie encourages him to ahiftresponsi-

bility to the physician for performi.ng a cure and illpairs
confidence should symptoms persist.
statement of expected cure warranted.

'!! you

Nor is an unqualified
It is better to say,

follow these procedures persistently, you will surely

recover;" leaving final responsibility in the hands ot the
patient.
A few etatistics, however, will suggest the results
which

may

be expected in psychotherapy, bearing in mind that

ctiteria of diagnoees as well as of therapeutic result•
vary widely among different authors:

Yaskin (51) treated 100 cases of neurosis and ps1choneurosis in private practice between 1925-'5.

Treatment was

directed •toward relief of symptoms and eradication of causes,•
and varying fran suggestion and sedative drugs to partial
analysis.

Duration of treatment varied from two weeks to

tour and one-half years;
during treatment.

25%

were hospitalized at some time

No trauma.tic-litigation cases are included:

Compulsive
Anxiety Conversion Anxiety Obsessive
Neurosis Hysteria Hyateria Reactions
Be covered

Im.proved
Not im.proved

9

9

'

Deuakpd. J81(h:,eee

Recurred

l

2

21
,o
6
6

18

Total
41

2

8

41

'
'

9

_ 2,'

Of the failures, Yaekin notes that nine were very severe cases
and that only poor co-operation was elicited.

The other six

which developed pe7choses, of course, suggest erroneous
(early) diagnosis.

Two reasons for the 24 recurreneea are

suggested by the autho"

(a) new or reactivated precipitating

causes of the neuroa•• occurred; and {b) inadequate treatment,

because of refusal or inability to continue therapy.
Fran the outpatient psychiatric clinic of BelleYUe Hospital, Schilder reports

(4,) preliminary results from the use

of group psychetherapy in a series of severe neuroses,
Social neurosis (12),, cured, 7 decidedly improved, 2 not improved.
Obaeesion (9)s 2 cured, l lost symptoms, 6 improved.
Anxiety:(,), 2 cured, 1 improved.
Hysteria (4)1 2 cured, 1 unchanged, l ceased treatment too early.
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Hypochondrias is (,) : Not influenced.
Organic vegetative syaptoas'.(2): 2 better adapted
but symptoms remain.
Oharacter problems(,): 1 well at present, 2 improved and under treatment.
Depersonalization (6.): 1 cured, l improved, 2 did
not complete treatment,, unimproyed of whom
1 was schizophrenic and la depression.
Depression (2): Unimproved. 1 suicide.
Schizophrenia (4)1 2 not influenced, 1 adjusted
better, 1 complete recovery.
After use of group psychotherapy, Harrie (2,) reports

that 68" of 187 patient, reported improvement ranging from
complete freedom to alleviation gf one or two trying symptoms.

Ot two groups:
(a) 98 patients: 58% improved,,_ after first meeting
(b) 78 patients: 5,% improved,,$ after firet·meeting

The figures offered are tarfrom being conclusive or •••n
capable of reliable interpre1;ation.

They are reproduced only

aa preliminary results euggeative of the possibilities of
psychotherapeutic procedures, and tnc:lid~ally suggestive of
how auoh we have yet t,o do to evaluate the entire problem.
Until criteria are developed for accurate diagnosis, eyaluation of therapy, and determination of improvement, we shall
be incapable to judge statistically the 1 health-expectancy1

of psychogenic patients.

Summary

le can best summarize our consideration of psychotherapy
ae it applies to general practice by quoting the words which
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Seliger (44) has applied to the extra-mural treatment of the

alcoholic addicts
The treatment involves the individual study
and personality formulation and treatment of the
patient through distributive analysis and synthesis
••• The goal of treatment is the synthesis of the
various factors and strivings which will offer the
patient security. In this, the patient's symptoms
are considered and evaluated, his problems are talked
over, and his memories, imaginations, urges, strivings, attitudes and actions and reactions to situations are thoroughly discussed. In this way the
physician distributes the analysis along the various
lines indicated by the symptoms, complaints, problems,
etc. The physician translates general principles
of living into concrete, simple, practical methods
of altering life patterns and situations. In this
way the patient, through a systematic ventilation,
objectifies his problems and becomes desensitized
to certain topics and factors. Through analysis one
becomes aware of one's shortcomings and failures and
the physician, therefore, must take a iUiding hand
in seeing that constant attention be paid to synthesis, thus making constructive uee of what has
been obtained through the dissecting procedure.
Personality disciplining, the teaching of
intellectual domination to replace mood dcmina.tion,
the study and guidance of the minutae of life day
by day through the analysis of concrete personal
individual experiences and the discussion of the
personality liabilities of the past are covered in
the interviews.
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